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100 years of Etosha – an issue of people and parks
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In 2007, the Etosha National Park – the premier tourist a�raction in Namibia – celebrates its centenary as a protected
area. The popularity of this park, covering an area of 22,270 km², is based on the abundance of wildlife: most of
Namibia’s lions, elephants, rhinos and other large animals live within the boundaries of the park. Today, when
tourists travel on the comfortable roads of the park they think that they are travelling in a virgin natural environment.
Nevertheless, Etosha has a long history of human-nature interaction. Even a�er its inception as a game reserve land
use practices were not limited to wildlife conservation alone. For almost ﬁ�y years, the southeastern part of the area
was still inhabited by people, who primarily survived from hunting and gathering. However, in the 1950s, the former
inhabitants were evicted from their previous se�lements and the majority had to leave the game reserve. This article
outlines the development of the park and its impact on the former residents1.
The establishment of the game reserve
In 1907, Governor von Lindequist proclaimed the
Etosha region as one of three game reserves2. During the
19th century, hunting had become an economic enterprise
in the northern parts of Namibia and game had become
scarce. Therefore, the motivation for the establishment
of game reserves was to protect game in speciﬁc areas,
mainly for economic reasons: ‘The use of game reserves
for the country might be the following: Centres could be
established where game could multiply without disturbance. This increase may mean that game would have to
spread out to other grazing areas and eventually reach the
farms, where it could be shot and processed’3.
When South Africa took over the territory, the German
Proclamation was repealed by Ordinance No. 1 1916 and
slightly amended to suit the new situation. Permanently
manned police posts were established at Namutoni and
Okaukuejo (�� �� B�� 1982: 12).
The proclaimed Game Reserve No. 2 originally included an area of 93,240 km². The many minor and several
major boundary alterations (B���� 1980: 53, �� �� B�� 1982:
19 f; see Fig. 1) indicate that apart from wildlife conservation other considerations were also involved, primarily the
native and se�ler policies. For example, in 1947, the size of
the game reserve was reduced by the administration: The
Kaokoland portion was set aside “for the sole use and occupation by natives” and 3,406 km² were cut oﬀ from Etosha
and surveyed as farms for se�lers (�� �� B�� 1982: 14).
The early years and Haiom inhabitants 4
The area south of Etosha Pan, a huge salt pan, where
most of the tourist roads run, had long been the home of
a hunter-gatherer community, which was generally categorised as one of the ‘Bushmen’ or San groups of Namibia.

±
Fig. 1 Etosha border alterations.
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They came to be known as Haiom and were reported to
have lived over large parts of northern central Namibia
in the 19th century. Initially and for a long time a�er the
establishment of the game reserve, the Haiom were
accepted as residents, while the areas east and south of it
were surveyed and occupied as commercial farms. There,
laws banning hunting with bow and arrows and vagrancy
were applied. Indeed, the park became a temporary refuge
for many Haiom.
The number of Haiom living in the park varied
between a few hundred and one thousand depending on
economic and environmental conditions such as the need
for farm labour, the seasonal availability of wild foods,
or serious droughts. The Haiom lived in family groups
near the various waterholes inside the park. Every group
occupied a speciﬁc area that o�en included a number of
permanent and seasonal fountains and waterholes, speciﬁc bushfood areas and hunting grounds. Headmen, very
rarely also headwomen, were called to se�le disputes and
had to be asked permission by people from other areas for
hunting or gathering rights. Usually people moved within
their area according to season, and extended family networks guaranteed access to natural resources in other
areas (Fig. 2).
All permanent se�lements were situated in the vicinity
of a waterhole where water was available the whole year
round5. Men went on seasonal hunting expeditions (!hamis)
and women undertook trips (!haros) to gather speciﬁc seasonal wild plants. Mostly elder people and children always
‘guarding’ the permanent se�lement.
During the winter, people used to stay closer to the
pan, it being the season in which zebra, springbok and
wildebeest were to be found there. Winter was also the
time when the tourists were passed by. Tourism started
slowly in the 1930s and during the early years the reserve
was only open for tourism in the winter months. Up to
the early 1950s infrastructure for tourists was almost
non-existent, tourists used to camp at the police stations
and visited waterholes close to the main road Okaukuejo-Namutoni where they – apart from game – encountered Haiom. Reportedly, the tourists brought oranges,
sweets and sometimes clothes for the Haiom and took
photographs. The Haiom appreciated their visits and the
remunerations they got in exchange for posing for photos.
Evidently, until the mid 1940s, the Haiom formed ‘part
and parcel’ of the game reserve as observed by the native
commissioner6.
For the Bushmen of the wider region the oﬃcial policy oﬀered two alternatives: either employment on farms,
which meant a direct integration into the colonial system, or living within the boundaries of the park7. It was
the lesser evil to have Haiom staying there than to have
them ‘roaming around’ on farmland, ‘bothering’ farmers

±
Fig. 2 Haiom seasonal se�lements and mobility south of the Etosha pan as documented prior to the 1950s. The author is involved in a cultural mapping project of the southeastern part of Etosha. The purpose of the project is twofold: 1) to document and recognise the cultural heritage of the Haiom in
Etosha, 2) to use it for tourism to generate income for the former inhabitants. As B���� (this volume) pointed out, this is of course not a proper presentation of indigenous cognition. I rather understand it as a translation of the knowledge etc. for a broader audience.

and hindering development of the colony. Much like the
whole area north of the police zone the game reserve was
regarded as a ‘dump’ for Haiom. Although the station
commanders at Namutoni or Okaukuejo were sometimes
concerned about Haiom moving in and killing game8, this
problem was not tackled sincerely due to the conﬂict of
interests with the more general Bushmen policy. Furthermore, eﬃcient control measures to prevent Bushmen from
entering were lacking as well.
The hunting by Haiom was not regarded as a problem
in the 1920s and 1930s9. There were certain limitations such
as the ban of ﬁrearms and dogs or the prohibition to kill
certain species10, but even their violation could not be pursued thoroughly. Many Haiom se�lements were out of
reach for regular police patrols.
A lot of Haiom families also possessed livestock:
especially goats, but also a few head of ca�le and donkeys11. Livestock was bought from or exchanged with the
Oshivambo speaking people, purchased at farms or were
given as remuneration for farm labour. They were a symbol
of the owner’s wealth, supplied milk and was slaughtered
in cases of drought or unsuccessful hunting. There was
uncertainty among the oﬃcials about the number of stock
to be allowed12. It was decided that the Bushmen should
not keep more than 10 head of large, and 50 head of small
stock per person within the borders of the reserve13. However, during the 1930s, there were fair numbers of livestock
at some waterholes. In 1937, numbers deﬁnitely exceeded
the ten head allowed14. In 1939, the numbers reported had
increased even further15. The station commander discussed
the ma�er with the stock-owning Haiom16 and reported

two months later that all Bushmen livestock owners had
reduced their herds considerably17.
Moreover, there were several opportunities for seasonal
or regular employment. In the 1920s a number of Haiom
were employed in the Bobas mine near Tsumeb18. Haiom
could also seek work on farms around the game reserve,
a possibility that several men chose temporarily throughout the ﬁrst half of the 20th century19. Furthermore, there
were lots of possibilities for temporary employment within
the park such as road construction and maintenance or
keeping waterholes clean20. Already in the 1920s, some
Haiom had worked for a long period of time at the police
stations21. Their names appeared frequently in the monthly
and annual reports. Without doubt, these men served as
cultural brokers, imparting and mediating between the
Haiom out of direct colonial control and the local representatives of the colonial administration.
From the point of view of my Haiom interview partners, the relationship with the police was usually good,
and the work was done voluntarily. Payment for work
varied substantially. Sometimes the only payment was
the permission to stay in the park, sometimes they were
given rations such as mealie meal, sugar and tobacco, and
sometimes they received additional wages. The money
earned was used to buy blankets and other commercial
goods at farm shops. At least in the game reserve, a positive trend can be observed over the years. Threats to expel
the Haiom from the reserve were replaced by rations of
mealie meal, sugar and tobacco and later by ‘proper’ wages
and supplements of meat to the food rations.
In short, the ﬁrst four decades a�er the establishment
of the game reserve entailed an economic diversiﬁcation
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for the Etosha Haiom. Compared to those Haiom living
some distance from the reserve (or outside the police zone),
the inhabitants of Etosha had more and be�er options, the
reserve being protected from occupation by white farmers
but at the same time granting open boundaries. Life in
Etosha was not isolated, there were also continuous ﬂuctuations of people to and from the area. From the perspective
of the Etosha Haiom, the changes were not seen as a threat
to their way of life; rather, they represented a broadening
of options.
The transformation: clearing the park from ‘wild’
residents
Life within the park changed over the years, new laws
were made, and new opportunities arose. An increasing
interest in tourism22 – and the potential of nature conservation in this context – was observable in the second half
of the 1940s (see D�������� 2005 for details).
However, another development was more crucial for
the course of events, namely the general Bushmen policy
of the administration. From the beginning of colonisation, the administration had faced diﬃculties in gaining
proper control over Bushmen. A magistrate was murdered
in the early 1920s by Bushmen, Ovambo contract workers were occasionally a�acked and robbed on their way
back to Ovamboland, and farmers complained regularly
about the Bushmen, whom they held responsible for stock
the�s, grass ﬁres and a�acks23. All these factors pressured
the administration to solve the ‘Bushmen problem’. The
administration took action: the Vagrancy Proclamation
was passed in 192724 and the Arms and Ammunition Proclamation deﬁning Bushmen bows and arrows as ‘ﬁrearms’
in 1928 (G����� 1992: 130). Therea�er, a slight improvement was reported in the situation25. Another – controversially discussed – suggestion to handle the ‘Bushmen
problem’ was the creation of a Bushmen reserve. Despite
all of the discussions and actions taken, the issue of how to
deal with the Bushmen was not solved at all until the end
of World War II. More concerted steps were taken in the
second half of the 1940s.
The ﬁrst action was the formulation of a general policy
with regard to the future treatment and control of ‘wild
Bushmen’, namely to ‘befriend’ them rather than ‘scare
them oﬀ’. This included food donation schemes, as well as
a peaceful and conﬁdence-seeking a�itude by the police
towards the Bushmen. The police were issued with small
supplies of tobacco, salt and maize meal to hand out when
necessary in making contact with Bushmen. The main purpose was to prevent further stock the�s26.
A further and more signiﬁcant move was the appointment of The Commission for the Preservation of Bushmen
in 1949. The commission was requested to ‘go into the question of the preservation of Bushmen in South West Africa
thoroughly and to recommend what action the administration should take in the ma�er’27. The intention was further
explained:
‘What the administration wanted was to create conditions where the Bushmen would be able to lead their
ordinary lives with a suﬃciency of the necessities of life
available for them, and where they would be given every
opportunity to preserve their separate identity and therea�er to work out their own destiny with the sympathetic
help of the administration.’28
The recommendation in the ﬁnal report with regard to
the Haiom in Etosha was that all Haiom (except twelve
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families still employed within the park) were to leave the
game reserve in 1954 and move either to Ovamboland or
to farms south of Windhoek, where they were expected
to look for work29. The reasons for the decision to expel
the Haiom without any compensation were not clearly
expressed in the report. From the perspective of nature
conservation, this harsh recommendation might seem surprising, because until then there had been no consistent
complaints about Haiom killing game. Rather, the general
opinion that the Haiom were not ‘real Bushmen’ was an
important factor:
‘Nowhere did your [the administrator’s] commissioners receive the impression that it would be worthwhile to
preserve either the Heikum or the Barrakwengwe [Khwe,
another group labelled ’Bushmen‘] as Bushmen. In both
cases the process of assimilation has proceeded too far and
these Bushmen are already abandoning their nomadic habits and are se�ling down amongst the neighbouring tribes
to agriculture and stock breeding [...]’30.
We are faced here with a remarkable irony of history:
The necessity to integrate the Haiom into the economic
system, which did not stop at the borders of Etosha, almost
inevitably led to their assimilation. This implied the alienation from an exclusively foraging way of life, and this in
turn ﬁnally produced the opinion that the Haiom were
not worth ‘preserving.’31
Nonetheless, just a couple of years earlier, an article
about the Etosha Pan Game Reserve, prepared by an oﬃcer
of the South West African Administration for a publisher
in Johannesburg stated: ‘Perhaps one should also mention the Bushmen, although nowadays they are no longer
classed as ‘game’! They certainly ﬁt into the picture and
help to give to the Etosha pan something of the atmosphere
of the old wild Africa that is fast disappearing everywhere
[...]’32. If this view - implying Haiom being real Bushmen
- had reﬂected the general opinion, the recommendations
might have been diﬀerent.
Noteworthy, one of the commi�ee’s members, the
anthropologist P. A. Schoeman, had also been responsible for Etosha as a full-time game warden since 1951.
He recognised Etosha’s tourist potential and had already
started to develop tourist infrastructure in the game
reserve by constructing bungalows for tourists, improving
roads, and drilling new bore-holes (�� �� B�� 1982: 15).
Schoemann –like others – did not regard the Haiom as
the archetype of ‘pristine’ Bushmen (see D�������� 2005:
chapter 5.1.2.)
The requests of white farmers might also have been considered in the ﬁnal recommendations. The farmers needed
labour, and perhaps this explains why the Haiom were
ultimately not forced to shi� to an area south of Windhoek
(originally aimed at preventing them from moving back
to their ‘homeland’). Instead, it was accepted that they be
moved to farms neighbouring the game reserve. The message ﬁnally delivered to the Haiom about their removal
was unequivocal: Haiom had to leave the reserve for the
sake of the game [sic!]. They would only be allowed to
return if they were in possession of a permit33. Thus, the
oﬃcial justiﬁcation for the removal was the protection of
game. Three months later it was reported that all Bushmen
except for the few employees had le� the game reserve to
work on neighbouring farms34.
A�er 1954, more funds were made available for the
expansion of tourism, resulting in more speciﬁc planning and development. At least some Haiom could stay

in the park, although no longer at the various waterholes,
but under tight control at the rest camps at Okaukuejo
and Namutoni and near the two gates, Lindequist and
Ombika35. Because of an increase in the need for a labour
force, others could return from the farms to work in the
park as well.
A�er 1958, Game Reserve No. 2 became Etosha National
Park (B���� 1980: 53). Due to the shi� in objective from
game reserve to national park, fencing became both an
important and diﬃcult task. The ﬁrst fences at Etosha were
erected by European farmers on the southern boundary
during the period between 1955 and 1960. In 1961, an epidemic of foot-and-mouth disease in the northern regions
of Namibia resulted in the erection of a ‘game-proof’ fence
along the eastern and southern boundaries. The complete
fencing of Etosha was ﬁnished in 1973 (B���� 1980: 54).
Since governmental interest in tourism had increased
signiﬁcantly and a greater awareness of conservation had
also become evident (�� �� B�� 1982: 20), there was no lack
of labour in the following years for the remaining Haiom.
Tourist facilities were expanded and new locations for
‘black’ employees were built36. Women were employed
to clean rest camps, and as domestic workers for the
sergeants and game wardens. Men were employed in road
construction, as cleaners, mechanics, and assistants of the
‘veldwagters’. Those who were born in the park were given
permission to stay there for the rest of their lives37.
With Namibia’s independence in 1990, the political
environment changed. New concepts of nature conservation and tourism were to be developed. Now, the impact
on, and the eventual beneﬁts to, the local population
had to be taken into consideration. Hitherto, no general
method had been found to reconcile the interests of local
people with those of conservation. Several initiatives were
taken, especially by the Ministry of Wildlife, Conservation and Tourism (now the Ministry of Environment and
Tourism [MET]) to approach this issue. Community Based
Natural Resource Management (CBNRM) is one important approach towards reconciling such apparent contradictions of interest. It aims at providing “communal area
residents with appropriate incentives to use their resources
sustainably” (J���� 1999: 2). Community-based tourism
is another relevant concept being developed in communal areas as well (see e.g., Research Discussion Papers of
the MET 1994-1999). Since the majority of the Haiom are
living in the commercial farming sector in northern central Namibia (either on the farms or in the townships), they
have not beneﬁted from these initiatives. However, discussions are currently taking place between various stakeholders (including the MET, and the Haiom Traditional
Authority) about possibilities for sustainable resource
management and livelihood projects for Haiom on commercial farmland adjacent to Etosha.

the various locations (‘junior staﬀ quarters’) near the rest
camps, they claim that members of other ethnic groups –
also sometimes unemployed - are tolerated, while Haiom
are becoming the ﬁrst target group of the clean-up. They
do not oﬀer ﬁnal solutions when reﬂecting on possible
steps for the future. However, ﬁrst and foremost they want
a symbolic acknowledgment of their ties to the park, the
park not being a ‘vast white place’, are isolated island, but
an area with a rich cultural and historical heritage.
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Future prospects
The Haiom, with whom I worked in Etosha, watch
this development with suspicion. Up to date, they have the
right to stay – and die – in the park even a�er their retirement. Indeed, many of the former employees currently support their children and grandchildren who themselves no
longer get jobs in the national park with their employment
based pension. These elderly Haiom fear another eviction,
another clean-up of the park. Although they acknowledge
the issue, that the park has to deal with increasing numbers of temporary and partially unoﬃcial inhabitants at
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I did not get exact information about the date, but both the Chief

Game Warden and Haiom informants assured me that they could stay there if they
had been born there.
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